THE BELLE FOUNDATION ANNOUNCES 2020 GRANTS
Our mission is to actively support the arts, humanities, and education through recognition
of creative efforts and visionary ideas demonstrated by individuals in these elds.
Our grants are funded by our generous donors, to whom we are so grateful.

Donors — this is because of you. Thank you

Leslie Benso
Visual Art
Bonny Doon, C

“Given the strength of
his paintings I was
surprised to learn that
he just started using
this medium (acrylic
paint on canvas) in
2015.

Leslie Benson’s work utilizes
weaving and sacred geometry
as a symbolic gesture of creation
and interconnectedness.
Most pieces of her sculptural
artwork are created from just
one continuous sheet of paper.
lesliebensonart.com

“Linda’s work combines
extraordinary mastery of
her medium with thorough
research to create
compelling artworks that
affect the heart and the
head.

Lucas Farlo
Visual Art
Westminster, C

A painter, drawer, and photographer,
Lucas Farlow does not let having
Cerebral Palsy Left Hemiplegia stop
him from making art
“Being able to sit down at my easel
and just listen to music while I put my
emotions, hopes, and memories on
canvas with my paint brush is an
amazing feeling.

“She exempli es not only
the true spirit of creativity,
but she also
acknowledges that the
gift of her talent may
come from a place that is
sacred.

crayonbreaking.com

Linda Gas
Fiber Art
Los Altos, C

Alison Owe
Visual Art
Brooklyn, N

Linda Gass, a Bay Area artist and
environmental activist, produces
labor-intensive stitched paintings
about land use and water issues
in California and the American
west — transforming complex,
often dry ecological data into
lyrical objects

Alison Owen produces a body of
work that includes drawings,
paintings, collage, site-speci c
art installations, and ceramics

lindagass.com

“She’s an immersive artist
that thinks and works in
both 2D and 3D.

Out of each kiln-load, she
selects one ceramic vase to
feature in “Shop for Good” on
her website, the proceeds of
which are donated to non-pro ts.
alisonowen.com
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Scott Krijnen inherited the orchestra
program at Castillero Middle School
with about 40 students and no
budget — and turned it into a well
known, respected, and thriving
program with over 350 students.

“He is a shining
example of what is
possible for arts
programs when one
teacher devotes
himself to his
students, works
tirelessly, and
harnesses the power
of community.

Will Grim
Fiber Art
Cleveland, O

Taught at a young age to sew by his
grandmother, Will Grimm “creates
brous objects (typically quilts and
garments) as a means of exploring time.
Each piece is inspired by historical or
contemporary events and traditions.

scottkrijnen.com

willgrimm.com

“His website gives you a sense of what a passionate artist,
decent human and engaged citizen he is.

Collaborative Gran
Shannon Riley, Meredith Winner, and Inga Bard - Paint the Voi
Art Activis
San Francisco, C

Three visionary women — Shannon Riley, Meredith Winner, and Inga Bard — saw an alarming number of boarded-up
businesses all over San Francisco and East Bay, as a result of the COVID-19 lockdown. At the same time, they witnessed
their artist friends lose their event and gig economy jobs and any art-related income.
The solution? Pay artists to paint murals on the unsightly plywood of those boarded-up storefronts. The murals would, in their
words, “highlight hope and beauty” while helping the businesses stay visible despite being closed, and artists would earn
income during a critical time of unprecedented unemployment.
The money was raised and Paint the Void was born. As of September 2020, over 100 murals were created — far exceeding
their original goal of 15
paintthevoid.org
“Paint the Void is a noble enterprise that is truly and creatively helping artists during this
crazy once-in-a-lifetime (we hope) situation and producing public art as a by-product.
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Scott Krijne
Educatio
San José, C

